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privately owned buildings.

NUEIL-LES-AUBIERS

The commune is situated on a plateau
formed of granite with layers of clay on
top. It belongs to the ‘bocage bressuirais’,
and in a wider geographical sense to the

highest point of the commune. The house dates from the

land and a dense network of hedgerows.
The hedges are made up of bushes and

The name Caphar means ‘village’ in Hebrew. The house

are commonplace.

large house, outbuildings and a chapel.

through a large porch which has today disappeared.

Nueil-les-Aubiers and more coherent to talk about the history of

NUEIL-SUR-ARGENT

Argent near the old Roman encampment and not far from the

des Echaubrognes, used to be surrounded by moats which
drawbridge.
Nantes.

The manor house of Fresne is documented as being in
house with two towers. The property was surrounded by
was converted into outbuildings. A new dwelling was built
opposite the old manor house so that all the buildings are
arranged around a huge courtyard.

Built during the period of the
on French history.

LES AUBIERS

supply and a sundial. The park can usually be visited in the
summer and during Heritage weekend. The stable buildings
are remarkable. The domain is a listed historical building.

poplar tree.
The village developed close to the important Roman road
Chausseraie”. The history of the name of the commune indicates

restored.

reference to the presence of Roman encampments. In the same
way the place called “Caphar” would indicate the presence of a
Jewish colony during the Roman era.
monk who became the bishop of Rennes. The church was burnt

There is a statue of Joan of Arc in the town centre.
The commune is characterised by the two town centres and by the

names of people who have made an important impression in
the history of France.

